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Indigo and Sodetrel are renewing their partnership  

600 charging points to be installed by 2019 

 

 
 

Today, Indigo, global leader in parking, and Sodetrel, EDF subsidiary dedicated to electric mobility, renewed the 

business cooperation agreement they signed in January 2014. The agreement has already led to the installation of 

126 charging stations in about 30 French car parks. Both companies, which are committed to electromobility, aim 

to deploy an increasing number of charging points for electric vehicles (EV) – up to 300 additional stations will be 

installed in Indigo car parks by 2019. By creating a nationwide network of charging points, Indigo and Sodetrel are 

demonstrating their commitment to new mobility patterns. 

 

According to Sébastien Fraisse, Indigo’s Executive Vice-President and Managing Director for France, “Indigo was 

the first parking company to offer EV charging services. Since 2014, we have relied on Sodetrel’s know-how to carry 

out our ambitious plan. We wish to simplify the lives of drivers who have adopted electric vehicles, and support 

local players tasked with implementing the energy-transition plan, which is to lead to the installation of 7 million EV 

charging stations by 2030. Moreover, we have noticed a strong rise in demand, as monthly charges went from 260 

in January 2014 to 669 in September 2016, across all of our equipped car parks.” 

 

Juliette Antoine-Simon, Managing Director of Sodetrel, commented: “After three years of cooperation and the 

installation of 130 new charging stations in a score or so of car parks, Indigo has once again chosen Sodetrel to 

deploy and manage its charging parks. The renewal of our partnership is a rewarding sign of trust. Sodetrel will thus 

continue to share its expertise on the charging value chain with Indigo, from the installation of the charging stations 

to technical and commercial management. Indigo’s nationwide deployment programme will also enable Sodetrel 

to further expand the network of charging stations available to its customers. Indigo and Sodetrel are thus working 

hand in glove to simplify mobility for EV drivers.” 



 

 

 

 

A common goal: simplifying recharging for EV drivers 

 

Since 2014, more than 15,000 cars have been charged with Sodetrel stations in Indigo’s network. This partnership 

stems from a global strategy that has two main goals: 

 providing Indigo’s customers with a simplified way to charge up their vehicles while they are parked;  

 enabling drivers who have chosen the electric solution to make long, autonomous journeys and be sure of 

a nearby charging point in cities. 

 

For now, drivers who wish to profit from parking to charge up their cars can use the following car parks: 

 Paris: Cité des Sciences – Lobau – Rivoli – Madeleine 

 La Défense: Centre – Reflets 1 – Reflets 3 

 Cergy: 3 gares – Galeries – Les Arts – Oise 

 St Germain-En-Laye: Château – Pologne 

 Enghien-Les-Bains: HDV 

 Strasbourg: Hautepierre – Kléber/Homme de Fer – Wodli 

 Nancy: Charles III 

 Toulouse: Capitole – Saint Georges 

 Toulon: Mayol 

 Nîmes: Arènes – Maison Carrée 

 

With the deployment of 300 new-generation charging stations, each featuring two sockets, in Indigo’s car parks, 

drivers will have access to an extensive charging network in city centres. Thanks to Sodetrel’s Corri-Door network, 

they can also consider long-distance trips via major motorways, with 200 express charging stations (20 to 30 

minutes) distributed throughout France. For example, it is now possible to travel from Paris to Dieppe thanks to 

Sodetrel’s charging network, by charging cars in Indigo car parks and along the motorway. 

 

 

New services for customers 

 

Buy Passes in shops 

To use the charging stations in Indigo car parks, drivers must first acquire a Sodetrel Pass. Once inside the car park, 

users flash their Pass in front of the station and simply plug in their vehicle to start charging, for the duration of 

their choice. 

Until now, these badges could only be ordered on Sodetrel’s website. Now, however, customers can buy badges in 

Indigo shops, so they no longer need to plan ahead or subscribe. 

 

Interoperability agreements 

Sodetrel Pass holders will soon be able to go even further with their electric vehicles. As well as using Indigo and 

Corri-Door charging stations, they will be able to charge their cars via other charging operators, who are to open 

access to their stations through interoperability agreements. Customers will thus have access to an increasing 

number of charging stations, all with one Pass. 

See the complete map of stations that can be accessed with the Sodetrel Pass here: http://www.sodetrel-mobilite.fr/cb/portal/#/search 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sodetrel-mobilite.fr/cb/portal/#/
http://www.sodetrel-mobilite.fr/cb/portal/#/search


 

 

An ambitious deployment plan to support public policies 

 

The fight against climate change is one of France’s priorities. Accordingly, France’s policymakers have aimed to 

divide greenhouse gas emissions by four by 2050. Moreover, 74% of the country’s local deputies believe that it is 

important to develop electric vehicles, and that these should be factored into public policies (Baromètre 2015 

FNMS/MGV). 

 

Indigo and Sodetrel intend to support the State’s goals by pursuing their ambitious project. The deployment plan 

will benefit from the ADVENIR programme, which was set up by the State with the cooperation of ADEME, AVERE 

France, Eco CO2 and EDF. The programme offers financial assistance to promote the deployment of public charging 

stations, especially in car parks that are under construction. 

 

 
About Indigo:  

Indigo is a French Group and global leader in parking and individual mobility. It employs 18,000 people across 17 countries and over 500 cities. 

It is the only car park operator to span three continents, and provide every kind of car park, including on-street, under-construction and shared 

private car parks. Indigo runs more than 4,600 car parks across the world, with more than 2.3 million parking spaces and 2,500km of road. Indigo 

supports local players and private businesses (hospitals, shopping centres, train stations, airports…) and develops personalised parking solutions 

for its users while making cities more pleasant and improving circulation. In a rapidly expanding mobility market, with an estimated value of 

EUR100bn in 2025, Indigo is a key player in future mobility.  

INDIGO. Making space for the future. www.parkindigo.com     

 

About SODETREL: 

SODETREL, a fully-owned subsidiary of EDF SA, partners communities and businesses to develop innovative solutions in electric mobility. 

SODETREL is a charging service operator involved in the design, installation, management and maintenance of charging infrastructure for 

rechargeable electric and hybrid vehicles. SODETREL manages several thousand EV charging stations in real time, and offers its expertise to 

provide customers with intelligent, reliable and efficient charging solutions. SODETREL also offers a comprehensive solution for managing vehicle 

fleets entirely or partly made up of electric vehicles. Visit www.sodetrel.fr and www.sodetrel-mobilite.fr.  
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